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Abstract

The common challenges faced by companies/industries are often related to the ‘iron triangle’ categories, namely: deadlines, budget, scope and quality. The Project Management knowledge area proposes a systematic approach to overcome these difficulties, with the purpose of acquiring new knowledge and skills, as well as by implementing methodologies, tools, processes and techniques. The textile and clothing industry, or fashion industry, is not immune to the same type of challenges. The products of the fashion chain are collections, which are developed according to market specifications, trends and market profiles. These specifications evolve very rapidly and, therefore, have their main objective in the development of new and/or innovative products. To deliver a new collection, the whole process of elaborating these products is executed based on a per project approach. Each collection is unique, having a well-defined beginning and end. The development of a fashion collection should consider the processes that, at the industrial level, will originate the final product, thus requiring a methodology that integrates the development of the project from the initial phase – conception of the product idea – until the final stage – start of production / launch to the market. By trying to identify project management approaches in the Portuguese textile and clothing industry, this study allowed us to conclude that, despite of these organizations considering as being developing or involved in projects, the approaches followed are not formal, structured and systematic. Furthermore, there is still no complete application of any of the known project management methodologies.
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Introduction

In a world in constant transformation, changes are frequent and often produce multiple impacts of widespread types. In the business and industrial context, this reality is no different. This challenge that arises from the global market arena, requires companies to seek to embrace new skills towards becoming more competitive and thus attain the desired success. Project Management (PM) practices can contribute to achieve the project objectives, in total harmony and alignment with the organizational objectives, by suggesting a set of procedures and activities that can increase the likelihood of success and the customer’s satisfaction, in addition to improving performance in terms of cost and time (ISO, 2012; Zandhuis, Anton; Stellingwerf, 2013). PM knowledge, skills, tools and techniques aim to fulfill the clients’ requirements and at the same time effectively manage the project cost, schedule, resources, risk, scope,
quality, etc. (PMI, 2017b). The PM processes are applied in activities such as planning, execution and monitoring, to ensure the right application of resources and work to attain specific project goals (CoEPM², 2016).

There is a growing tendency to no longer separate PM from business thinking. PM is becoming a mandatory methodology for the survival of companies, making business activities more commonly being managed through projects (Kerzner, 2017). The transformation of fashion projects into products occurs through operations, but each fashion collection is unique, and its pieces may not always have the same processes incorporated to generate added value (stamping, dyeing, embroidery, types sewing, etc.). The development of new products represents a central activity of the fashion industry, or Textile and Clothing Industry (TCI), which is formed by a set of knowledge intensive activities, combined and integrated towards increasing the competitive advantage of companies (D’Avolio et al., 2015). The adoption of the right methodology depends on the projects’ characteristics; can follow different PM approaches; and should be personalized within the organizational context (Spundak, 2014; Patah and Carvalho, 2016). Generic PM approaches may need to be adapted bearing in mind that: different projects may have different relevant processes or areas of knowledge; customers may not always be the same; and products may not always have the same specifications (Cabani-Brewin and Dinsmore, 2014). Besner and Hobbs (2013) suggest that there is not much research available dedicated to identifying the multiple specificities of PM in different contexts and industries. Given the difficulty in standardizing and controlling processes in an industry with a high volume of uncertainties and change dynamics, this study aimed to analyze if PM approaches could be useful for the TCI context. Considering these facts, this paper reports a research aimed to answering the following questions: Q1 - What are the specific characteristics and needs of the TCI and its projects? Q2 - What possible PM practices are applicable or applied at the TCI in Portugal? Q3 - How useful and adaptive is the approach of PM to the fashion industry?

**Literature Review**

**Textile and Clothing Industry**

The fashion industry has a major influence on people’s consumption habits (Riello, 2012). It needs to be constantly innovating, incorporating new styles and ways to attract new customers. For that reason, forecast studies are useful to try to predict customer wishes and needs and might directly influence creative success and its financial return (Dillon, 2012). An erroneous forecast could be extremely harmful to a company. It can cause a low-sale product to have its price reduced and, therefore, to generate less profit for the company (Shaw and Koumbis, 2014). For this reason, the identification and study of trends for new clothing products should be made towards reducing the risk of being rejected by the market. Furthermore, the trends tend to change regularly and cannot be viewed in a cumulative way, because it does not add new elements to past changes: it replaces them. That is why the production of clothing takes place at constant and almost always short intervals (Godart, 2010). In this way, it presents a high level of change in specifications, where creativity is one of the most important elements. In this type of volatile contexts, one should study and plan the duration of a trend, in order to predict the introduction of new products into the market with great precision (Garcia and Miranda, 2005).

But the competitiveness of this industry is not only based on product and material innovation. There is also a clear necessity of reducing delivery time and increasing product quality (D’Avolio et al., 2015). It is a fast paced industry, therefore the product development cycle should be shortened (Libânio and Amaral, 2017). Considering the short and quick fashion changeover time, the research time, confection and distribution is also short. In this way, the faster the commodity reaches the market, the greater is the likelihood of achieving the planned sales targets (Shaw and Koumbis, 2014). The TCI must also innovate in the adoption of technologies, industrial processes and business models (CITEVE, 2012). This constant dynamic of change, in the fashion industry, requires a great deal of flexibility in planning and defining
strategies to lower costs and to increase profits (Bhardwaj and Fairhurst, 2010). The textile industry generally seeks more effective delivery solutions to address competitiveness on the globalized market, but at the same time requires them to control their main processes of portfolio management, project management, production planning, etc., by adopting appropriate and personalized methodologies and tools (Vezzetti et al., 2015).

**Project Management in The Fashion Industry**

The PMBOK (PMI, 2017b) highlights the temporary and uniqueness concepts as key attributes of projects, with a well-defined start and closure. According to PM² (CoEPM², 2016), a project is a transformational process because it aims to transform an idea into reality, to introduce a new product or service, or to change an existing one, with the goal of generating benefits for organizations. ISO 21500 (2012) defines project as being a unique set of processes, consisting of coordinated and controlled activities designed to achieve specific project objectives with specified requirements (scope, time, cost and quality). The same happens with the creation of a fashion collection: TCI projects have a well-defined beginning and end by its creator (Garcia and Miranda, 2005). The fashion collection output is something new, unique and temporary, so new methods are required for responding to the strategic objectives of the fashion industry (Morigi and Domingues, 2015).

The skills of fashion professionals are generally focused on arts, not management, which means they lack knowledge and experience of production, industrial and project management (Marcella and Rowley, 2015). The TCI requires skills ranging from design to business and is currently attracting new types of professionals with interdisciplinary backgrounds and technical skills, required to respond to the demand of sensitive/demanding consumers (Dillon, 2012). A study by Libânio and Amaral (2017) in the Brazilian apparel industry pointed out the need of adopting a strategic management approach and highlight design management as a strategic element in the fashion industry. They argued that the fashion professionals skills are usually focused on social sciences and creativity, but that they should also have the necessary skills (individual, collective and organizational) for the articulation of the design processes and organizational strategies: fashion designers should be able to promote the integration of processes, agents, knowledge and information involved in fashion projects, since they are present in all stages of the development process, from the definition of the strategies to the acceptance of a collection in the market. The authors also emphasized the objective of having a higher level of control of the production management process, as well as the right amount of agility in the product development process, given the large number of stakeholders involved in the production system.

A similar point of view is defended by Montemezzo (2003) who identifies the necessity of teaching a design methodology in fashion courses at the Brazilian academic field. The author developed a research based on the identification of a suitable structure for the development process of fashion products. She proposed a flexible systematization in the design process that ensures an objective and an integrative management of the creative process aligned with the production process and sales, always maintaining a focus on the market; a structure based on the project theories and methodologies, to organize the creative process with a project approach. She defends that the students need to know how to structure the activities they will develop as professionals, as well as how to manage the factors that influence the creation and development of fashion apparel, factors such as its market operation, speed and dynamism in the interaction of the innumerable information of the textile chain. The structure she proposed aims to prevent fashion professionals from letting themselves be guided solely by their personal inspiration during the creative process. She claims that design involves the product, management and control of production processes, as well as the market and consumer interaction with the product. Montemezzo (2003) noted the scarcity of research available about the process of creating fashion products, thus being rather unexplored but very relevant, given the great industrial competition and the existence of increasingly informed and demanding consumers. Morigi and Domingues (2015) identified the similarities between the project
methodology for the development of fashion collections proposed by Montemezzo (2003) and the PMBOK-based theories. They compared the project phases of both areas, found small differences in the project lifecycle presented by PMBOK (and in the terminology used) and concluded that they are virtually identical. Therefore, the authors stated that PM concepts can support fashion professionals in successfully completing the fashion project lifecycle by bringing innovation and competitiveness.

A case study by Marcella and Rowley (2015) on the use of PM tools and techniques, in the creative industries, has been applied in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) of fashion industry in the northeastern Scotland. The authors argue that, despite of being applicable in any context, much of the existing PM research is focused on large organizations (engineering, information technology, construction, etc.), with the fashion industry being mostly SMEs and endowed with great uncertainty and constant change. Hence, its management must be flexible and responsive. It is, therefore, important to focus on areas like Marketing, Supply Chain Management, Brand Management and Retail Management. It was concluded that, even unconsciously and without a structured approach, some PM tools and techniques were used by most of the interviewees. However, given the characteristics of the fashion industry, the systematic application of PM required agile management that would enable rapid responsiveness to change. In addition, it was concluded from the survey applied to fashion managers that they recognize and are aware of the potential of implementing PM tools and techniques, but that they need to see the demonstrable/tangible benefits towards willing to adopt them.

D’Avolio et al. (2015) argued that Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is a knowledge management system that represents a strategic approach to complex industries such as TCI, where most product development is characterized by functional dependency in which each participant contributes sequentially to the process, resulting in excessive costs, rework, and longer lead times. Given these facts, the authors argue that the development of new products represents a main area of improvement and that the PLM requests an integrated information system that offers a set of tools and technologies in a shared platform for better collaboration between multidisciplinary project teams. PLM tools are successfully adopted in the automotive and aerospace sectors. In addition to other recent markets, they can also be adopted in the process of developing new products in the fashion industry, allowing product data to be shared among the various stakeholders and processes at different stages of the product lifecycle. By providing modules that support the main processes in the fashion industry (design, production, planning and controlling), it is possible to better support planning and development of collections, creation and sharing of technical sheets, and sourcing. This will help reducing product development time and hence its lead time and time to market, plus the inventory reduction. In addition, the PLM technologies support PM with the creation of WBS (Work Breakdown Structure), the management of resources and tasks. Although D’Avolio et al. (2015) argue that to increase a company’s competitive advantage, product development and introduction processes need to be improved, they also admit the difficulty of achieving standardization in PM processes for fashion industry, since it is difficult to structure the creativity and ideas of fashion designers.

Segonds et al. (2014) and Vezzetti et al. (2015) also advocate the PLM in the fashion industry context, such as a business strategy and an information system, enabling the exchange of product information between the various members and processes, offering advantages in terms of reducing project time and cost and improving the product quality. The authors emphasize the need for collaborative functions in the definition and development phases of the product, which requires more time and financial resources. The PM, coupled with an information technology solution, allows to provide project status information to all involved through reports and dashboards. It also allows planning, executing, monitoring and controlling the development of complex processes for globally distributed project teams, products and technologies (Vezzetti et al., 2015).
Research Methodology

The strategy used to conduct the research was the Survey, since it allows the collection of data from several organizations (Saunders et al., 2009). It was an exploratory research since the established objectives were based on analyzing the problem, through literature research and interviews with specialists, to obtain new understandings (Saunders et al., 2009). A qualitative mono method type was used through the technique of semi-structured interviews applied to representatives of the TCI organizations, for a restricted period of time. The semi-structured interviews include a list of topics and issues that can be adapted according to the organizational context, and may include additional questions that may arise during the interview (Saunders et al., 2009).

Two interview scripts were designed, one aimed to organizations, and another more detailed, to support the interviewer (researcher). They contained information regarding the subject of the study, the objectives and the respective issues. The questions were divided into characterization of the respondent, organization and projects, and identification of the PM tools and techniques used, difficulties, key-performance indicators (KPIs), agile methodologies, and, finally, a question about the respondent's perception regarding the topic under study.

The selection of interviewees covered Portuguese companies of different sizes in the TCI. Given the lack of literature directly linked to the topic, it was also necessary to contact other TCI stakeholders. Twenty-three organizations were selected, which were contacted through their representatives, by telephone and email, for which a request for collaboration in the study was sent along with the interview guide. After confirmation and scheduling, the interviews were carried out. It was possible to interview five representatives of active companies, plus a former collaborator of one of the companies, and a scientific entity that acts in the development of Portuguese TCI. In total, seven interviews were carried out (Table 1). Interviewees who volunteered to collaborate in the interviews had very distinct positions. Only one respondent had training in PM (PMP certification) and the rest of the respondents had the learning gained from years of background experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Int1</td>
<td>Master and MBA</td>
<td>Textile Chemistry</td>
<td>Commercial Director</td>
<td>18 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int2</td>
<td>Graduation</td>
<td>Industrial Management</td>
<td>Production Director</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int3</td>
<td>Graduation and PMP qualification</td>
<td>Systems Engineering and Informatics</td>
<td>Management and Innovation Director</td>
<td>19 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int4</td>
<td>Graduation</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>± 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int5</td>
<td>Graduation</td>
<td>Engineering and Industrial Management</td>
<td>Managing Partner</td>
<td>± 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int6</td>
<td>Graduation</td>
<td>Business Management</td>
<td>Product Manager</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int7</td>
<td>Graduation and specialization</td>
<td>Business Management/Cost analysis in industrial projects</td>
<td>Ex Textile Manager</td>
<td>17 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study covered two textile companies (fabric spinning) and two manufacture companies (clothing). The technological center (Org3) addressed in the study supports companies in the TCI that do not have PM skills and know-how (Table 2). The textile stamping company (Org5) acts as subcontractor of a textile chain. The practice of subcontracting is very common in TCI where organizations often maintain responsibility for design, marketing and distribution, and subcontract the remaining processes (production, manufacture, stamping, etc.) (Godart, 2010). There is only one big company represented in the study, by one of its main productive unit (Org1). The remainder falls under the category of small
companies, which confirms the profile observed in Portuguese TCI where the majority are SMEs (ATP, 2016).

Table 2: Characterization of organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Activity Sector</th>
<th>Nº of employees</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Org1</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Big company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org2</td>
<td>Manufacture</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Small company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org3</td>
<td>R&amp;D (technological center)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org4</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Small company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org5</td>
<td>Textile stamping</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Small company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org6</td>
<td>Design and manufacture</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Small company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviews were conducted in person, by telephone or by Skype, depending on the availability of the interviewees. Data were obtained through personal notes and recording, when allowed. Before the interviews, the recording authorization was requested. In addition, the interviews were fully anonymous. At the outset it was possible to verify the non-existence of a formally structured project culture in this specific industry. Given its characteristics and particularities, it was necessary to adapt some PM technical terms and identify possible similarities in practical terms in the TCI. After the interviews were conducted, they were transcribed in the form of summaries, containing the most relevant information. For the analysis and treatment of the data it was used the NVivo, a qualitative analysis software, through which it was possible to categorize the data by coding, and to establish relationships between them. Microsoft Excel was also used to synthesize the data obtained with NVivo through tables.

Results

Project Characterization

The technological center (Org3) was not included in this part of the study because it only provides support for PM in Portuguese TCI companies and institutions, so its performance depends very much on the company or institution, the type of project and its size. Of the five companies surveyed, four reported developing projects informally (Table 3). Org5 acts as subcontractor for the projects of its clients, who are the ones who create/develop projects at TCI (the stamping is only a subcontracted process that will add value to the final product).

Table 3: Project characterization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Org1</th>
<th>Org2</th>
<th>Org4</th>
<th>Org6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sector</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Manufacture</td>
<td>Textile</td>
<td>Design and manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of projects</td>
<td>Product development projects and change of productive structure projects</td>
<td>Product development projects</td>
<td>Product development projects and R&amp;D internal projects</td>
<td>Product development projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nº of projects</td>
<td>4 to 5 in main units (1 to 2 in small units)</td>
<td>10 to 15</td>
<td>15 small projects, 4 big projects</td>
<td>3 to 5 internal projects, 15 to 20 external projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project team</td>
<td>2 to 5</td>
<td>5 to 6</td>
<td>4 for small projects, 7 to 10 for big projects</td>
<td>8 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project duration</td>
<td>3 to 18 months</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>6 to 18 months</td>
<td>6 to 18 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The new products or projects collections development have as inputs the requirements of customers and/or market needs. According to Int7, investment projects in productive structures, or projects that are
highly dependent on knowledge and R&D, are projects in which a financial evaluation is necessary before its implementation decision. The number of projects is variable, and can be small or big, internal or external. The project team is also variable (2 to 12). The project duration presents a certain pattern for most of the organizations (18 months maximum).

**Tools and Techniques**

Most of the organizations covered were small enterprises. Silva and Matamoros (2010) claim that, although PM as a strategic tool for small companies, is subject of great prejudice, it is easy to identify PM principles in their daily practice. From a list of 79 PM tools and techniques used by Portuguese private organizations (Ferreira et al., 2013), the 20 most used were a reference for this study, in which 15 of them are present in the top 20 of Besner and Hobbs (2006), varying only in the frequency of use ranking. Through the study it was possible to verify that the tools and techniques were used informally, and were highly dependent on the type of project, the clients and the responsible for the project and his mastery of PM methods. In total, 14 PM tools and techniques were used. These tools and techniques are organized by the number of responses obtained (number of respondents who reported using them) through a NVivo chart (Fig. 1). In general, the most used were progress report, follow-up meeting, Gantt chart and kick-off meeting.

![Figure 1: Tools and techniques used in Portuguese TCI](image)

The schedules or Gantt chart are defined in different ways by the organizations: through specific software, or with the name of time actions/timeline/timings, manually made in Excel. The contract was mentioned by Int3 and can be the scope statement, which shows what deliverables are expected, what will be done, etc. The record of problems that occur during execution of work was mentioned only by Org5, the subcontractor. For the monitoring and control of projects, 5 organizations highlighted the practice of follow-up meetings. The same was evidenced in the progress reports, mostly done with the use of Office (Word and Excel templates), except for Int2 which mentioned the use of a specific software the Org2 was developing to follow-up the projects. Int1 mentioned the use of meeting minutes which can be seen in this case as progress reports. Off the organizations covered, 3 issue final reports considered the project closing documents, and only Int1 referred to issue an internal communication when necessary, which can be a formal document for closing the project.
Difficulties in PM

The difficulties were analyzed in the PMBOK (PMI, 2017b) knowledge areas. It was possible to contextualize the difficulties found in three vectors (knowledge areas): time, cost and communication management. However, some operational difficulties were mentioned too (Fig. 2). Those are related to failures or even to setups, when the preparation time of the machine is longer than the production time, which can impact on their productive efficiency and consequently on their profitability.

Most of the difficulties identified are included in schedule management, mainly related to delays, since they require schedule updating: Int5 stresses the difficulty in managing day-by-day operations regarding the delays in the delivery of fabrics to be stamped. These delays generate production overlap, and it is necessary to extend the shift because the deadline remains. Int1 explains that, given the fact that there are several projects being done at the same time, those cannot always meet timelines. There may be projects that overlap with others, in which sometimes timelines and milestones must be adjusted according to its own reality and level of priority.

Schedule and milestones management is a key process to keep all activities for introducing new products under control. The activity schedule or collection calendar is defined based on the season or product type and schedule management allows to identify tasks that are following the scheduled, tasks that can delay, or that can progress, through a control of completion percentage that must be mapped and reported (Vezzetti et al., 2015).

Cost management was mentioned by two organizations as relevant, especially the difficulty of creating a new budget to the innovative projects, when in the end they turn out to be not economically viable. Budget is also a key resource which considers the target cost and the margins and it is therefore very important that a good cost management is done (Vezzetti et al., 2015).

The difficulty felt in integrating changes throughout the project, due to communications failures, was mentioned by a single organization. The nature of the fashion market forces companies to adapt their ideas and even change production any time. Those involved should be constantly updated about ongoing activities and changes. Therefore, communication and change management plays a key role because of the need to manage different scenarios in a short time period (Vezzetti et al., 2015).

Figure 2: PM difficulties
Critical Success Factors

It was possible to identify 6 critical success factors varying in their degree of importance to the different organizations (Fig. 3). The most outstanding one was the deadline with the mandatory need to meet the deadlines established or the delivery dates. The release date of a collection is a fixed date and therefore is a constraint of a fashion project, which makes time to market a critical factor considering the delivery dates of the product (lead time) (Vezzetti et al., 2015).

Factors such as final quality and adjusted price were considered of equal importance. The budget influences the quality level of the products, taking into account the costs and the sales price (Vezzetti et al., 2015). These three first factors – deadline, quality and price – are known as the Iron Triangle, a representation of the 3 basic criteria for PM success (Atkinson, 1999).

Some of the interviewees gave greater importance to the human factor, namely the motivation of employees and the level of top management involvement. The role of leadership as a source of motivation and better team collaboration is crucial to the success of the project (Schwaber, 2004; PMI, 2017a, 2017b).

KPIs

It was verified that performance of the project is evaluated at the level of machine’s and equipment’s performance (production), as well as the volume of sales made (commercial). For most of the companies studied, the financial return of the projects in terms of sales made or profit generated is the main metric for evaluating project performance. This is a critical point that has been proven in Marcella and Rowley (2015) study.

Agile Approaches

Although none of the organizations approached officially adopted the agile methodologies, one can verify the existence of agile project principles: the need for agility and the rapid ability to respond quickly to change (Marcella and Rowley, 2015); flexible and adaptive planning, incremental development, fast deliveries, projects with high level of uncertainty (CoEPM², 2016); focus on people and their skills and learning from experience, also focus on execution and intended outcomes rather than how to achieve them (processes, tools and techniques) (Highsmith, 2004); daily and brief meetings for a status report and
update of the plan, used in the SCRUM methodology, which follows the principles of inspection and daily adaptation (Schwaber, 2004; Sutherland, 2016; PMI, 2017a).

**Perception of The Interviewees**

All the interviewees agreed that PM might be useful for process planning and control, but its application cannot be too bureaucratic or rigid. Int4 argues that TCI PM should be focused on execution and intended outcomes, rather than focusing on processes, tools and techniques. Plus, Int3 refers that: “TCI companies do not understand the added value of being organized and managed as projects. If they see value in some processes, they implement them! The textile fortunately is the most advanced industrial sectors in terms of innovation (machines, processes), it is enough to see that they export 90% of all production. What the companies want is to sell! Being able to implement new processes... maybe they start asking: how much will I earn from this? ... to make use of PM we must have professionals, which will have associated costs!”. This point of view is also noted by Marcella and Rowley (2015) in their study.

**Conclusion**

One of the main limitations of the study deals with the lack of research on the proposed theme. Another limitative aspect was the size of the sample. There were tangible difficulties in obtaining a larger sample due to lack of availability of the companies contacted and their willingness to collaborate in the study.

Regarding the results obtained, the tools and techniques most used to manage the TCI projects are related to alignment, team commitment and project follow-up, project time planning, and evidence of work execution. Through the life cycle, the tools and techniques are more applied in the monitoring and control phase. However, it is important that there are formal processes of change management, since this sector is very dynamic and volatile and therefore the impacts of the changes will have to be reflected in the organizational strategy, in the planning and organizational dimension of the project teams, as well as in the type of deliverables and the requirements (scope, time, quality and cost) of the customer.

The difficulties identified during the interviews were related to delays and delivery dates (time management), project budgeting (cost management), integration of project changes (communication management), and with operational failures (machines). The majority of respondents agreed that these are the main difficulties intrinsically present in this industry, and therefore they are expected to be resolved quickly and with a high level of flexibility.

Regarding the research Questions (Q) we found the following Answers (A):

Q1: What are the specific characteristics and needs of the TCI and its projects? A1: The TCI is a fast paced industry and needs to be constantly innovating, identifying new trends and quickly creating products based on them; plus its projects present a high level of change in specifications and also a high level of risk and uncertainties (Garcia and Miranda, 2005; Godart, 2010; Dillon, 2012; Shaw and Koumbis, 2014). There is a clear need of reducing product development cycle and delivery time; this constant dynamic of change requires a great deal of flexibility in planning and defining strategies to lower costs without affecting quality (Bhardwaj and Fairhurst, 2010; D’Avolio, Bandinelli and Rinaldi, 2015; Libânio and Amaral, 2017).

Q2 - What possible PM practices are applicable or applied at the TCI in Portugal? A2: Despite of the organizations approached claiming to be involved in projects, there is no formal, structured and systematic application made of any of the well-known PM approaches. This fact was also found in the study of Marcella and Rowley (2015) where they verified the lack of PM knowledge and experience in
the fashion industry. The fact that only one respondent had training in PM (PMP certification) and the rest of the respondents had the learning gained from years of background experience, is a symptomatic factor and shows that the focus is still very centralized on the operational dimension of organizations. There is great difficulty in standardizing PM processes in the TCI (D’Avolio, Bandinelli and Rinaldi, 2015), but there is also the need for better control of its main PM processes through the adoption of the right methodologies and tools (Vezzetti, Alemanni and Macheda, 2015), as well as the need of interdisciplinary skills to better understand the growing requirement of consumers (Dillon, 2012). Although none of the organizations approached officially adopted the agile methodologies, there was some evidence of agile project principles. Conforto et al. (2014) contend that the presence of agile practices indicates opportunities to adapt the agile approach for different companies other than those in software development, and that should be explored in order to develop “hybrid” management models for different industries.

Q3 - How useful and adaptive is the approach of PM to the fashion industry? A3: All the interviewees recognized the importance of PM in generating and enhancing the level of competitiveness. However, they were unanimous in stating that they were very bureaucratic and require the application of numerous processes, which can greatly limit flexibility and ability to respond quickly. This can be critical in an industry with constant innovation and very dependent of its level of creativity. The unquestionable need for agility was also found in the study of Marcella and Rowley (2015). This also seems to indicate a need for more agile PM methodologies in this industry. This recognition supports and confirms the relevance of the research in this context, launching good perspectives and opportunities to develop PM in this industry, in the future.

Despite the difficulties and limitations, the results obtained coincide with the few factors referenced in the literature review. The lack of bibliography that address the issue more regularly is based on the lack of specific maturity and know-how in these organizations, especially related to the lack of human resources with sufficient capacities to introduce the most appropriate practices, approaches, processes, tools and techniques to create an organizational culture of PM.
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